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The Native Commissioner – Shaun Johnson 

Useful Quotes Part 2: 

This list of quotes, which may be useful for substantiating arguments made in essays, is not intended 
to replace the actual reading of the novel. It is highly recommended that you read the book in order 
to gain an understanding of the context and themes that can guide your use of quotes. 
 

Devil’s Gorge, 1959: 

“George and Jean found to their mild surprise that they were invigorated again…allowing themselves 
small dreams of new possibilities.” 
“this incessant attempted renewal in spite of whatever has gone before” 
“a sensitive face that communicated a vague combined sense of uncertainty and determination” – 
describing Billy 
“He was a strange, troubled, angry, dislocated, brilliantly gifted boy who seemed to feel he had been 
placed among the wrong people, in the wrong place, by some monstrous mistake that no one but he 
had noticed.” – describing Ryan 
“All this should be enough to go on, George thought, as long as he could keep his own demons at 
bay.” 
“the project pleased George, an inveterate fixer of those things he could fix” 
“He was mightily relieved that…it was not his main task to deliver court judgements” 
“his advice was sought on a splendid range of matters” 
“he liked to think that he was dispensing, if not wisdom, then at least fairness” 
“This was a blow to his standing in the tiny community…he felt again the oppression of his impotent 
power” 
“it made him fear that his own perceived failure would be paraded at the family gatherings” 
“Secretly he felt he was not a natural father…But he could not fail as a father” 
“It is all right, he said, we’re doing all right. But it was not all right.” 
“in the form of something that had been stalking him…the shadow came out from behind their sun” 
“I think I have had a bang in my head” 
“But the truth, which only he fully knew, was that this had been coming for some time. He had been 
fending off its flurries” 
“It was true that he was a disappointed man and anguished about the work of his life” 
“feelings of confusion and entrapment” 
“his dreamed-of career sinking like rainwater into the dry earth” 
“The time for alternatives had passed.” 
“his secret weakness” 
 

Wild Coast, 1961 

“Apartheid was being dressed in the clothes of a philosophy” 
“When he looked at the country’s future, he saw only an angry blurred ball of confusion where once 
there was such optimistic clarity in his mind.” 
“he knew he would not be able – or willing – to speak plainly of his true views” 
“George was indeed given no opportunity, and created none, to debate the political blueprint of the 
Government. He carried with him from that day a fleeting, shaming image: his face reflected 
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momentarily in a mirror in the house, smiling ingratiatingly…at the powerful politician. That night he 
rose from their bed…and shattered it with an axe.” 
“George…tried to keep out of the way of the turning cogs of power” 
“One particular image broke George’s heart…a very old and wizened Pondo man…smiling 
broadly…because he had been told he was about to exercise his democratic rights for the first time. 
No one who saw that picture needed to have explained to them the betrayal of belief that was 
occurring” 
“Ntabaka’s Question set itself squarely and sourly in George’s gaze” 
“One day George said to Jean that he sometimes no longer knew whether he believed there was any 
chance of real acceptance for the white man in the black man’s land, or for the black man in the 
white’s.” 
“where is my home but here? I am nobody’s settler.” 
 

Coal Town, 1965 

“he realised almost immediately…that he job that the ‘experienced fellow of top calibre’ is required 
to do by the Department is both enormous and appalling” 
“the true face of racial social engineering on a wickedly ambitious scale” 
“the scene makes him think of Dante’s bleakest passages, or a Hieronymus Bosch nightmare…And he 
has chosen – chosen – to be at the centre of it.” 
“he feels he cannot blame anyone else for his predicament…it is he who has asked for this” 
“He will do the work he has to do as humanely as possible, and help as many people as possible” 
“The work rears up in front of my father like a swaying snake” 
“It is not enough to call yourself an African because of a geographical accident of birth…Africa is not 
a film set!” 
“the machinery of the system for which he works clanks and grinds on” 
“he feels like a flying ant that has lost its wings” 
“The work is gnawing at him again” 
“he is losing the struggle again, slipping backwards and downwards” 
“what my father has feared since 1959 comes to pass…He stands up to stretch, then falls like a 
stone” 
“The letters, memoranda, minutes…swirl before his eyes in a nightmare treadmill” 
“the dam breaks again in his brain” 
 

Bedroom, 1968 

“Give your own account of yourself; on that you are judged…Remember the conscious mind creates 
the subconscious...” 
“It’s all wrong, all of it.” 
“The bullet does what bullets do when fired at point-blank range into a human head.” 
 

Backyard, 1968 

“It is Ryan who makes the discovery…pursued by furies all his own.” 
“Something bangs in his head too when he looks inside” 
“Something bangs in the head of yet another Jameson just then.” 
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Highway, 1968 

“My mother’s actions take on a robotic quality.” 
“what tremendous ability and zeal George put into his country and people…how could he not see it 
in himself?” 
“why should it happen to someone at the peak of a successful career?” 
“He was someone who was very understanding and fair…cherished by every different kind of person 
you could hope to meet” 
“he was destined for a high position” 
“There will be more boxes to fill. But this box, this one right here in front of her eyes, she has sealed 
and will never open.” 
 

IV 

“It has allowed me to replace the shard that is my lost father’s reflection in the mirror of my 
country” 
“Like my father, I wonder whether mine has been a worthwhile life” 
“I prefer to remember the Zulu greeting he taught me: Nyabonana, We See Each Other. At least we 
have seen each other at long last; I have that.” 


